Designed by Threemegisto

Hostile Alien lifeform detected...
Proceeding to unfreeze passengers...
Human lifeforms: 7
Please proceed immediately to the escape
pods...
System alert: escape bay door locked.
Please insert the activation digits to
unlock.

Lead the captain and six survivors of
the
Terranova
ship
through
rooms
infested by hostile aliens. Recover
the six digits necessary to unlock the
door to the escape pods before the
invaders finish you off.
# of Players: 1
Components:
3 pages (1 game sheet, 1 rules (double
sided) & 1 random event page)
4 d6 dice
1 Pencil & eraser

How to play
First select a difficulty setup and
write your name on the captain sheet.
Start in the frozen chambers hex
and explore the ship until you
have found
six AD (activation
digits).
Each white hex represents a room. Roll
on the exploration table to see what
kind of room it is and resolve it.

Captain stats
SUIT: start with 6 points and protect
from alien damage, if drop to 0
points, it breaks and you are over.
STRESS: start with 0 points and brings
the possibility of manipulate all the
die rolls in the game:
Change +1/-1 to one result of your
choice.
Re-roll one die of your choice.
Repair 1 Suit.
*Each time you use one, tick a stress box.

OXYGEN (O2): Start with 10 points. The
ventilation system of the ship was
damaged by the invaders.
If the O2 drops to 0 points, you will
be expired by suffocation.
*Each time you explore a room, tick an
oxygen box.

Passengers
There are six survivors with you; each
one can become a hero by sacrificing
voluntarily so that the group can:
Escape from an encounter.
Evade 1 hit in combat.
Recover 5 O2 points.
You can find more survivors on the
ship but only six will follow you.

Weapons & backpack
You´re prepared for this situation
with several weapons. Each one has
different values: damage (dmg), aim
(number of dies rolled to attack) and
ammo that can be refilled in some
specific rooms.
You can also find useful gadgets and
items. Store them at your five slot
backpack and use them on any moment,
they have a certain effect and an
amount of uses (marked when obtained).
The items are discarded when they run
out of uses. If your backpack is full,

you can discard items to make space
for new ones.

Activation digits

The door to the escape bay is
locked
with
six
activation
digits,
these
codes
can
be
founded in the control rooms,
but beware because some of these rooms
are infested too.
Once you have gathered the six AD you
must go to the escape pods.

Locked door: to access it is
necessary to have the amount
of
activation
digits
that
appear in the box to the right.

Specific rooms

Don’t roll for exploration in these rooms :

Oxygen Station: Recover 3 O2 points
per visit; you can visit as many times
as necessary.

Armory: check armory
exploration table.
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* The next rooms can only visited one time:

Secure: check secure
exploration table.

Control: find 1 AD.

Clean Cargo bay: roll 1d6 and check the

items table.

Random events
Some rooms contain certain random
events that can be beneficial or
detrimental to you and the survivors.

Each time you enter one of these
hexes, roll 4d6 on the random events
table to find out what happened.

Visiting explored rooms
When enter a previously explored room
there is a chance of encountering
aliens or more survivors:
Roll 1d6:
1-2 Roll for encounter.
3-5 Empty room, remove 1 Stress.
6 Find 1 Passenger.

Combat
When encounter aliens, mark their name
on the combat encounters table and
engage in combat. you always attack
first. Select one of your weapons with
ammo available and roll a number of
dies equal to the aim of the weapon
selected. Ex. a blaster rolls 2 dices.
The sum of the roll must be equal or
higher than the target value of the
alien, if so you subtract the dmg of
the weapon from the alien HP (hit
points) and if this value drops to 0
the alien are defeated.
The alien always do damage on their
turn, subtract their dmg from your
suit.
The combat continues until one of the
sides is defeated.
*You can use any items you want during
combat.

Extra rules
Playing
on
Hardcore
or
Madman
difficulty enables the extra rules:

Passengers sacrificing reaction
Some survivors don’t want to become
heroes for the main cause and can
react in different ways. Each time you
want to “sacrifice”, roll only once to
see the outcome:
1 They steal ammo from you and run
away (loss 1 ammo from each weapon,
lose said passengers).
2-3 They scream in fear drawing the
invaders
attention
when
runaway
(roll on the encounter table when
move on to the next room, lose said
passengers).
5-6 They proudly become heroes.

End game & scoring ranks
If you find the six activation digits
and reach the escape bay, the game
will
end
proceeding
to
recording
score.
The score rank is determined by the
number of achievements obtained:
ACHIEVEMENTS
REQUERIMENT
PEACEMAKER
Do not sacrify anybody
DECODER
Unlock all the doors
ARACHNOPHOBIC Defeat 10 Spiders
HOUND HUNTER Defeat 8 Hounds
TRACKER
Defeat 6 Seekers
QUEEN SLAYER Defeat 4 Queens
BUGEATER
Defeat a Monstrous Sp.
HOUND TAMER
Defeat a Hungry Hound
BLACKOUT
Defeat a Black Queen
MEMORIES
Complete 10 Random Ev.
ACCUMULATOR
Don´t use any items
ON EDGE
Don´t decrease Stress
NORMAL
Beat Normal difficulty
HARDCORE
Beat Hardcore difficulty
CRAZY
Beat Madman difficulty
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* When completing an event, check the box to the left of the number to indicate that it has already been completed, if when rolling the dice
the result is a marked box, reroll the dice once more, if the result is another marked box then ignore the event and keep exploring.

RANDOM EVENTS TABLE

The room is completely dark and only your breathing can be heard…
You can [Advance through the darkness] -> Read Ev.14 or [Try to turn on the lights] -> Read Ev.20
You find a dying crewman, seems to be an old partner of yours…
You can [Heal with first aid (+1 Passenger)] or [Let him die and search his corpse (+1 Item)].
They find a passageway through the vents. [Sneak and take the shortcut (move through the next two hexes without
exploring)].
Your oxygen tube has a leak and you start to turn purple…
You can [Calm down (-3 O2)] or [One of your companions sacrifices themself by giving you his Oxygen (-1 Passenger)].
In a control room there is a computer connected to the ship's power grid, can be hacked to obtain some AD…
You can roll 2d6 to try access [(2-7: Hacked successfully (+3 AD)) (8-12: Receive a deadly shock (-3 Suit))] or
[continue exploring].
You come to a double path; the left path is illuminated by a dim light while the right path is strange sounds…
You can [Go to the left] -> Read Ev. 21 or [Go to the right] -> Read Ev. 5.
You arrive at a medical room, looking through the boxes you find something useful (+1 Item: Painkiller)].
You find an elevator that could be a shortcut…
You can [Take the elevator up] -> Read Ev. 17 or [Take the elevator down] -> Read Ev. 8.
When crossing a passageway, the roof collapses and the debris hits you [-1 Suit].
It is necessary to cross a bridge to leave the room but the supports look very worn…
Roll 2d6 [Cross the bridge (2-10:(continue exploring)) (11-12: the bridge collapses and all the passengers dies
(-6 Passengers))].
Advancing through the darkness one of your companions emits a deadly screech and disappears, running at full speed the
group manages to reach the exit of the room [-1 Passenger].
One of the doors has three buttons, one red and one blue, and one yellow. Only one of them opens the door but you don't
remember which one it is…
You can [Press the red button] -> Read Ev. 18 or [Press the blue button] -> Read Ev. 19 or [Press the yellow button] ->
Read Ev. 22.
You find a removable storage device lying on the floor (+1 AD).
You arrive at a armory room, looking through you find something useful (+2 Suit) or [+1 Item: Aim Scope]].
A hatch opens into space and three of your companions are thrown (-3 Passengers).
An alarm begins to sound with flashing red lights attracting enemies (roll for encounter).
You find the switch and when you turn on the lights, an alien jumps on you…
[Encounter: Monstrous Spider DMG (2) TRG (4) HP (3)]. If you win (+1 Item of choice) continue exploring.
In the center of a cargo bay there is a Black Queen, she hasn't seen you yet…
You can roll 2d6 and [Try to avoid it (1-6:(continue exploring)) (7-12: [Encounter: Black Queen DMG (4) TRG (4) HP
(10)]. If you win (+2 Item of choice) continue exploring.
You reach a safe room and can rest for a few moments before continuing (decrease all stress).
The room is completely dark but you spotted the switch easily -> Read Ev.20.
The group spotted a cargo of Oxygen tubes but is warden by a Hungry Hound…
[Encounter: Hungry Hound DMG (4) TRG (7) HP (6)]. If you win (recover all O2) continue exploring.
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